SOLUTIONS FOR VIDEO COLLABORATION POWERED BY INTEL®

Simple to set up and easy to use, Logitech® hardware powered by Intel® with Microsoft Teams® Rooms and Zoom Rooms software video-enables small, medium, and large rooms for video meetings. For a complete plug-and-play room solution, the Logitech Tap touch controller is paired with the Logitech Rally Bar Mini, Rally Bar, or Rally Plus.

MEETING READY IN ALL ROOMS
Logitech and Intel® solutions fit every room, from huddle rooms to conference rooms and boardrooms. Every solution is tested to perform, fully integrated, and compatible with leading cloud-based video conferencing software.

EASY TO DEPLOY
IT administrators love Logitech Room Solutions with Intel® for its simplified provisioning and scalability. Deploy using easy setup guides for the video conferencing software that your organization already uses.

EASY TO USE
Attendees and organizers love the outstanding video quality, calendar integration with remote room bookings, and the one-touch join capability with Tap.
ENTERPRISE-GRADE EXPERIENCE IN EVERY MEETING

RIGHTSENSE TECHNOLOGIES

Logitech solutions with Intel® include RightSense™, a suite of proactive technologies that automate and enhance the meeting experience.

RIGHTSIGHT™
Automatic camera control

RIGHTLIGHT™
Light and color optimization

RIGHTSOUND™
Adaptive audio adjustments

TAP
With one-touch join, easy content-sharing, and center of room control, Tap makes it super easy and fast to join video meetings powered by Intel®.

TAP BASE BUNDLE
The Tap Base Bundle includes Tap and the Intel® NUC Mini PC pre-configured with your choice of Teams Rooms or Zoom Rooms. It is packaged with long cabling and mounts for elegant integration with any room interior.

INTEL® COMPONENT PCS
Intel® Core™ Processors also power Logitech solutions with Microsoft-certified PCs from Lenovo, HP, and Dell.

SMALL ROOM SOLUTIONS

Experience superior audio and video in a compact, all-in-one form factor. Clean cabling and flexible mounting options allow IT Teams to confidently deploy at scale. End-users can run Teams Rooms, Zoom Rooms, or other cloud video conferencing software on Rally Bar Mini powered by Intel®. The Tap touch controller enables simple one-touch join and wired content sharing.

RALLY BAR MINI* + TAP + INTEL® NUC
- All-in-one video bar with AI-driven enhancements optimized for smaller rooms
- Advanced 4K Ultra HD video, a super-wide 120° diagonal field of view
- Mechanical pan and tilt offers outstanding 163° horizontal and 110° vertical room coverage
- Up to 4X zoom for HD video
- Crystal-clear room-filling sound from built in speakers
- Beamforming mic array with expansion capabilities
- AI viewfinder for enhanced RightSight auto-framing and people counting
- Simple to use One-Touch-Join meeting experience

RALLY BAR MINI* + TAP + INTEL® BASED COMPUTE
- Powered by Microsoft-certified PCs from Lenovo, HP, and Dell

*Also available with MeetUp for small room solutions.
MEDIUM ROOM SOLUTIONS

Experience clear video and studio-quality sound with the medium room configuration. Clean cabling and flexible mounting options allow you to confidently deploy at scale. End-users can run Teams Rooms, Zoom Rooms, or other cloud video conferencing software on Rally Bar. The Tap touch controller enables simple one-touch join and wired content sharing.

RALLY BAR* + TAP + INTEL® NUC

- Premier, all-in-one video bar with AI-driven enhancements optimized for midsize rooms
- 90° diagonal field of view
- Mechanical pan, tilt and zoom offers outstanding 132° horizontal and 82° vertical room coverage
- Lossless image quality up to 5X optical zoom at 4K Ultra HD quality
- Razor-sharp up to 15X zoom for HD video
- Ultra-low distortion speakers provide room-filling sound
- Beamforming mic array with expansion capabilities
- AI viewfinder for enhanced RightSight auto-framing and people counting
- Simple to use One-Touch-Join meeting experience

RALLY BAR* + TAP + INTEL® BASED COMPUTE

- Powered by Microsoft-certified PCs from Lenovo, HP, and Dell

*L Also available with Rally for medium room solutions.

LARGE ROOM SOLUTIONS

The large room configuration combines easy management with outstanding coverage across a wide range of room sizes and layouts. Create the perfect configuration of speakers and microphones to fit your space, with clutter-free cable management and multiple mounting options. End-users can run Teams Rooms, Zoom Rooms, or other cloud video conferencing software on Rally Plus with an Intel® NUC or Intel® based PC. Enjoy one touch to join simplicity and wired content sharing with the Tap touch controller.

RALLY PLUS + TAP + INTEL® NUC

- Definitive conference camera system for large spaces
- 90° diagonal field of view
- Mechanical pan, tilt and zoom offers outstanding 132° horizontal and 82° vertical room coverage
- Lossless image quality up to 5X optical zoom at 4K Ultra HD quality
- Razor-sharp up to 15X zoom for HD video
- Comes with two speakers and two mic pods, expandable up to seven mic pods
- Simple to use One-Touch-Join meeting experience

RALLY PLUS + TAP + INTEL® BASED COMPUTE

- Powered by Microsoft-certified PCs from Lenovo, HP, and Dell
INTEL® IoT RFP READY KITS

Intel® IoT RFP Ready Kits come with everything you need for a Zoom Room or Teams Room, including your video conferencing software license.

MEETUP + TAP + INTEL® NUC + ZOOM ROOMS

- Conference camera with integrated audio optimized for huddle rooms
- Advanced 4K Ultra HD video, a super-wide 120° diagonal field of view
- Up to 4X zoom for HD video
- Three beamforming microphones and a custom-tuned speaker
- Simple to use One-Touch-Join meeting experience
- Zoom Rooms license included

RALLY PLUS + TAP + INTEL® NUC + TEAMS ROOMS

- Definitive conference camera system for large spaces
- 90° diagonal field of view
- Mechanical pan, tilt and zoom offers outstanding 132° horizontal and 82° vertical room coverage
- Lossless image quality up to 5X optical zoom at 4K Ultra HD quality
- Razor-sharp up to 15X zoom for HD video
- Comes with two speakers and two mic pods, expandable up to seven mic pods
- Simple to use One-Touch-Join meeting experience
- Teams Rooms license included
- Logitech JumpStart for Teams Rooms support resources to assist with system, software, and security configuration for 90 days after purchase
ROOM SOLUTION COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES

TAP TABLE, RISER, OR WALL MOUNT
Secure Tap flat to the table, raise the viewing angle, or mount it on the wall to conserve space, minimize cabling, and optimize the user experience.

RALLY SPEAKER
Fill larger rooms with clear audio, supported by RightSound technologies. Compatible with Rally Bar Mini, Rally Bar, and the Rally System. Available in graphite or white.

RALLY MIC POD
Expand audio coverage and provide convenient access to mute controls. Available in graphite or white.

RALLY MIC POD HUB
Customize mic placement for your table shape. Rally Mic Pod Hub is optional for the small and medium room configurations.

RALLY MIC POD MOUNT
Hide cables and anchor mics on the table or ceiling for a clean, finished look. Available in graphite or white.

RALLY MIC POD EXTENSION CABLE
Add 10 meters of additional reach to the cabling of Rally Mic Pod or Rally Mic Pod Hub for larger spaces.

RALLY MOUNTING KIT (FOR RALLY SYSTEM)
Position Rally Camera on the wall or near the ceiling. Low profile speaker brackets provide a “floating” appearance.

MEETUP EXPANSION MIC
Add-on microphone with mute control to extend MeetUp’s audio range.

MEETUP TV MOUNT
Mounting option for MeetUp ConferenceCam.

MEETUP MIC EXTENSION CABLE
10 meter extension cable for Expansion Mic for MeetUp.

TV MOUNT FOR VIDEO BARS
Neatly secure Rally Bar Mini or Rally Bar above or below a TV or monitor.

WALL MOUNT FOR VIDEO BARS
Mount Rally Bar Mini or Rally Bar on the wall for minimal footprint.
## Room Solution Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SMALL</th>
<th>MEDIUM</th>
<th>LARGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conference Camera</strong></td>
<td>Logitech Rally Bar Mini</td>
<td>Logitech MeetUp</td>
<td>Logitech Rally Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute</td>
<td>Intel® NUC or other Intel® based PC</td>
<td>Intel® NUC or other Intel® based PC</td>
<td>Intel® NUC or other Intel® based PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Conferencing Software on Intel® NUC</td>
<td>Leading VC software</td>
<td>Leading VC software or Intel® IoT RFP Ready Kit for Zoom Rooms</td>
<td>Leading VC software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Package Contents</strong></td>
<td>Tap Rally Bar Mini Power Supply HDMI Cable USB Cable Remote Control Lens Caps Documentation</td>
<td>Tap Rally Bar Mini Power Supply HDMI Cable USB Cable Remote Control Lens Caps Documentation</td>
<td>Tap Rally Camera Power Supply (x2) HDMI Cable (x2) USB-C to C Cable USB-A to B Cable Remote Control Display Hub Table Hub Rally Speaker (x1) Rally Mic Pod (x1) CAT6A Cable Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional Accessories</td>
<td>Wall Mount TV Mount Rally Mic Pod Rally Mic Pod Hub Rally Mic Pod Mount Rally Mic Pod Extension Cable Tap Table, Riser or Wall Mount</td>
<td>TV Mount MeetUp Expansion Mic MeetUp Mic Extension Cable Tap Table, Riser or Wall Mount</td>
<td>Wall Mount TV Mount Rally Mic Pod Rally Mic Pod Hub Rally Mic Pod Mount Rally Mic Pod Extension Cable Tap Table, Riser or Wall Mount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty</td>
<td>2 year limited hardware warranty</td>
<td>Additional one year extended warranty can be purchased at the time of hardware purchase. Contact your reseller for availability.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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